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Abstract
Patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) receive a deep observation for controlling
and responding to their rapidly changing physiological conditions. The quality of
their care depends on clinical staff combining large amounts of clinical data to
understand the severity of their illness. Actually in real time doctors and nurses
have to take care of huge amount of data. Sometimes, they cannot focus on all the
parameters at the same time. After collecting all the parameters, they take
decisions. A lack of early recognition of physiologic decline can play a major role
in failure to rescue patients. Early prediction is one of the important tasks in the
ICU. In this paper, we propose a machine learning approach to improve decision
support in ICU. In the proposed model decision tree will be used to predict the
future health condition of patients. The curve of the decision tree of the proposed
model will show how severe the patient‘s condition is. It will also show the
health improvements and decrements. In this model there is option for controlling
the lifesaving machines of ICU like ventilation machine, blood warmer machine
and syringe pump machine. To control the machines this model uses logistic
regression algorithm. It will use some independent variables to predict the
decision of automatic intervention. Using the proposed model doctors can easily
monitor the health of ICU patients. As it predicts risks, doctors can take early
preparation for worst situation. Automatic intervention decisions for ICU
machines can save lives in critical moments. As a whole, the model is specially
designed for coronary care unit of ICU.

1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is a unit in the hospital where critically ill patients are
cared by specially trained staff. Critical illness or injury acutely impairs one or more
vital organ systems such that there is a high probability of imminent or life
threatening deterioration in the patient‘s condition. Care of these patients can take
place anywhere in the inpatient hospital setting, although it typically occurs in the
ICU. Critical care involves highly complex decision making to assess, manipulate,
and support vital system functions, to treat single or multiple vital organ system
failure, and/or to prevent further life threatening deterioration of the patient‘s
condition the intensive care unit (ICU) treats acutely ill patients in need of radical,
lifesaving treatments. ICUs have evolved from the notion that specialized units used
for close monitoring and treatment of patients could improve outcomes; many
predecessors of the modern ICU were established in the late 1950s to provide
respiratory support during a polio epidemic [1]. The importance of mechanical
ventilation was mostly realized in the polio epidemic in Copenhagen in 1952 where
the mortality rates reduced from 90% to 40% following its introduction [3]. This
gradually led to the concept of Intensive Care Units. Intensive care has emerged as a
distinct specialty in the world over the last 3-4 decades. ICUs frequently have a high
number of staff compared to other hospital departments, and studies have shown
reduced incidence of mortality, lower hospital length of stay, and fewer illness
complications [2], [3], corroborating the efficacy of the intensive monitoring
approach. However, real world constraints restrict the number of nurses and doctors
attending to the patients in the ICU [4]. ICUs cost $81.7 billion in the US,
accounting for 13.4% of hospital costs and 4.1% of national health expenditures [5].
Most of the developed countries are spending billions of dollars to improve their
ICUs. As a developing country Bangladesh is also concerned about this issue.
Bangladeshi government and private dwellers has invested a lot to build new ICUs
and for developing previous units. Between 2012 and 2016, the number of hospital
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beds in the Bangladesh increased by 19.2%, but the number of critical care beds
increased by 16.5% with occupancy. The first ICU in Bangladesh was established in
1980 at the National Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases (NICVD). Since then the
number of ICUs have grown steadily but mostly in the city of Dhaka which is the
capital (Fig 1). A total of 44 ICUs were identified in the country. Among them, 40
ICUs were situated in Dhaka city; remaining 4 ICUs were located in other districts of
Bangladesh. Of the 40 ICUs of Dhaka, 7 were CCUs with ventilator support, 36
ICUs (90%) were in private hospitals, rest in government hospitals. Total beds in
these study hospitals were 8828 and total number of ICU beds was 424 (4.8%). In
1980, there were only 28 ICU beds in Dhaka city. Since then the number of ICU
beds have gradually increased. Of all the hospitals studied, 25% hospitals had ≥ 10%
beds, and 27.5% hospitals had 5-9% beds dedicated to ICU. Total number of
ventilators were 240 in 40 ICUs (i.e. 56.6% ICU beds had accompanying
ventilators). 25% ICUs had a ventilator: bed ratio of 1:1. Among the ICUs, 27(68%)
were designated as mixed medical and surgical), 7(18%) were CCUs with ventilator,
5(12%) cardiac surgery, and 1(2%) neurology. 21 (64%) ICUs were run by
Anesthesiologists, and 4(12%) ICUs by Critical Care Specialists / Intensivists. Rest
of the ICUs had Cardiologist, or Neurologist as In-charge. 6 (15%) ICUs were closed
ICUs and 34 (85%) were open units. 9 facilities (27%) had on duty doctor: patient
ratio of 1: 4. In 8 ICUs (24%), on duty doctor: patient ratio was 1:5. Only 4 ICU
(12%) had ratio of 1:3. A nurse: bed ratio of 1:1 was seen in 15 (42%) units. 51%
ICU doctors at 27 ICUs and 36% ICU nurses at 32 ICUs were cardio pulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) trained. The remaining ICUs failed to furnish the information
regarding CPR training of their duty doctors and nurses. Arterial blood gas (ABG)
analysis machines were available in 70% units, routine lab facilities in 95% units,
bedside echocardiography in 55% units and bedside ultra-solography in 65% units.
Among supporting facilities, 19 hospitals had high dependency unit (HDU) support,
10 hospitals had dialysis units and 3 hospitals had CRRT facilities and only one
hospital had bed side routine hemodialysis facility. Population of Dhaka City
Corporation is 15333571.4. So, there was one ICU bed for approx. 12579 residents
of city of Dhaka. Bangladesh must have to develop ICU units to reduce mortality
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rate and to ensure the health benefit. Unfortunately, in our country there is very little
number of research work is happening in this important sector of medical science.
On the other hand developed countries are doing a lot of research work in ICU
related issues. Moreover, Science is getting advance day by day and people are also
finding new diseases. Some of this diseases push people into a hard line between live
and death. The ubiquitous monitoring of ICU patients has generated a wealth of data
which presents many opportunities but also great challenges. In principle, the
majority of the information required to optimally diagnose, treat and discharge a
patient is present in modern ICU databases. This information is present in a plethora
of formats including lab results, clinical observations, imaging scans, free text notes,
genome sequences, hear beat rate continuous waveforms and more. The acquisition,
analysis, interpretation, and presentation of this data in a clinically relevant and
usable format is the premier challenge of data analysis in critical care [6].
Researchers and scientists are trying to invent new machines and sensors for human
body. Some research group is also working to implement Artificial Intelligence and
machine learning in this field. There is a possibility of controlling the critical ICU
machines from a central unit to reduce the human made error. In our thesis, we
highlight how machine learning has been used to address these challenges. We have
tried to solve some issues. Basically we tried to control some machines of ICU unit
by our own made system.
In ICU there are always critical patients. Some patients are even in life support. They
cannot express their emotions and what are they feeling. Doctors and nurses have to
take care of them very carefully. Conditions of some ICU‘s patients change very
rapidly. Sometimes patients have more than one issue to monitor. For example, a
patient in post heart surgery condition has issue with heart beat rate, blood sugar,
blood pressure and many more. Sometimes doctors and nurses find it difficult to
merge all these things together in such a critical condition as they are also human.
So, we planned this thesis project. This system will be installed in the main computer
of an ICU where there will be previous data. For predicting we need a huge dataset.
The system will take real time digital data inputs from ICU machineries. There will
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be a ready moving average data from the data set always. If real time data goes up or
down from certain threshold it will start to analyze previous data and depending on
that outcome it will use some of machine learning algorithm (decision tree, linear
regression) which will predict what is going to happen in next few moments. Then it
will give signals or take necessary steps. Firstly, it will control the ventilation
system. It means it will give idea to the ventilation machine about when it should be
working by itself. Secondly, it will take care of Blood warmer machine. Thirdly, it
will control the feeding tube and syringe pump channels. Lastly, we have a plan in
future to control the life support system with it for heart patients.

1.2 Literature review
Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence in the field of computer
science that often uses statistical techniques and utilizes factual strategies to give
computers the ability to "learn" with data, without being explicitly programmed.
Machine learning focuses on the development of computer programs that can access
data and use it learn and utilize for themselves.
Supervised machine learning algorithms can apply what has been learned in the
past to new data using labeled examples to predict and foresee future events.
Beginning from the analysis of a known preparing dataset, the learning calculation
creates a inferred function to make forecasts about the output values.
MIMIC-III (‗Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care‘) is an extensive, singlefocus database containing data identifying with patients admitted to basic care units
at a vast tertiary care hospital.
Decision tree is a type of supervised learning algorithm (having a pre-characterized
target variable) that is generally utilized as a part of characterization issues. It works
not only for categorical but also for continuous input and output variables.
Logistic regression is the appropriate regression analysis to conduct when the
dependent variable is dichotomous (binary). Like all regression analyses, the logistic
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regression‘s main focus is predictive analysis. Logistic regression is used to portray
data information and to clarify the relation between one dependent binary variable
and one or more nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio-level independent variables.
Patient monitoring refers to the continuous estimation of patient parameters such as
heart rate and rhythm, respiratory rate, blood pressure, blood-oxygen saturation, and
many other parameters have turned into a typical component of the care of critically
ill patients. Whenever precise and immediate decision-making is crucial for effective
patient care, electronic monitors frequently are used to collect and display
physiological data. Increasingly, such data are collected using non-invasive sensors
from less seriously ill patients in a hospital‘s medical-surgical units, labor and
delivery suites, nursing homes, or patients‘ own homes to detect unexpected lifethreatening conditions or to record routine but required data efficiently.
Ventilator or ―Breathing Machine‖ is a machine that does some or all of the major
work of breathing for a patient. Ventilators are used to support breathing or aid the
functional capacity of the lungs. The machine forces air into the lungs through a tube
embedded into the windpipe (trachea) or utilizing a firmly fitting mask. This
breathing support might be utilized to help get enough oxygen to the body and to
evacuate carbon dioxide. Every Once in a while ICU patients need support from a
Ventilator machine as they are not sufficiently wakeful or sufficiently strong to
breath safely on their own.
Blood warmers are frequently utilized in different ways as a part of various routes
in a critical care setting. Despite the fact that there are diverse makers of such units,
all of the gadgets work similarly as the blood tubing is placed in the warmer and the
circulation is warmed. The greater part of time the units are utilized as a part of
fundamentally sick patients in blend with a rapid infuser machine. The task of such
machine is to put the blood into the patient rapidly. Every unit does things a bit in an
different way. For instance, there are with the end goal that has arrangements in
which the blood is warmed, even in stable patients. Such blood warmers are
exceptionally useful in averting damage casualties and therapeutic patients from
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encountering hypothermia, which is a perilous condition. The machines are
expendable, lightweight and require no restrictive tubing. Every one of these
highlights makes them simple to operate and transport.
Feeding tubes are a way of giving nutritional sustenance and liquids when a
critically ill patient is not able to eat on his own. As a rule, the tube is embedded into
the stomach through the nose (nasogastric or NG tube). In some cases feeding tubes
are put straightforwardly into the stomach through the skin (gastronomy tube or
PEG). The ICU dieticians help to choose the liquid food mixture that will provide to
best nutrition to each critically ill patient. This fluid sustenance blend is pumped
through the feeding tube into the patient‘s stomach using a programmable pump.
Syringe pump is particularly intended for those patients that require consistent flow
rates and exact injection conveyance. It can be utilized for single or chronic, repeated
microinjections through a cannula framework. It has built-in standard syringe
parameters, for making the use more convenient. We need to give the name of the
infusion and the amount in it through its LCD touch screen and it is programmable.

1.3 Thesis Orientation
So far we have described the motivation that helped us a lot to start our thesis in this
topic and after that there is literature review. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 describes our methodology and used algorithms. This section also
contains description about our used algorithm. We modified some algorithms for our
task. There is a clear description about the modification made by us and how it
works. We have also described about our datasets. Section 3 has clear description of
decision tree and how it works. Then in section 4 there is description of logistic
regression and how it involves in our project. In section 5 there is result analysis of
our work and the problems we faced in our work. We also explained how we
overcame from problems. Then in section 6 we have described our limitations and
future plan with this thesis topic. Next in section 7 is for conclusion of the paper. In
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this section we will discuss about the overall task in brief. At the end we have added
all the research paper‘s and books name we used as reference in our project. As it
was not an easy thing to do and it needed too much primary knowledge, we had to
take data and information from many reference.

2. Methodology
Main purpose of our thesis is to make some devices of ICU automated. That means
it can take its decision without any human intervention. As ICU is very critical area
of medical science, we kept in mind always that we have to be very sharp and
focused in order to reach our goals. After starting our thesis research task, we visited
two hospitals and talked with three ICU specialists. There we tried to figure out the
main parameters for a patient in ICU. We also searched internet and talked with
some medicine specialist. One thing was very clear that we needed a dataset which
contains our necessary parameters. It was not possible to get data directly from ICU.
Then we decided to get it from an authentic source. Our algorithms are machine
learning algorithm. In any kind of machine learning algorithm database or dataset is
an integral part. In this thesis we are using the MIMIC-III critical care database. We
could not use this database directly. We collected data from there and made a dataset
for our purpose. We planned to use supervised learning because we know what will
be the outcome in some cases. Outcome will be chosen between two. Supervised
learning was best option for us for automation of ICU machines. Supervised learning
is a large area of machine learning that involves learning a mapping between data
and an output label; learning this mapping requires a collected set of training data
with known labels. We will use data from MIMIC-III critical care database, decision
tree and logistic regression in our project. We will also use moving average to show
the real health condition of a patient. We also have a plan to use neural network
algorithm in this project. Here are the details of all methodologies and methods of
our thesis project.
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2.1 ICU Patient monitoring system
Patients admitted to acute hospitals today are sicker than in the past, as they have
more complex health problems and are far more likely to become seriously ill during
their admission. In addition, patients who were once too sick to be operated on are
now undergoing complex surgical procedures. After that they pass a very critical
period. They need very close observation. Some parameters are needed to be
checked in every minute. There are dedicated machines in ICU unit for this
observation. Here is eight major parameters for every ICU patient to be monitored
always.

Figure 1. ICU parameters (Source: Courtesy to Phillips).

2.1.1 Blood Temperature
The body‘s temperature represents the balance between heat produced and heat lost
otherwise known as thermoregulation. In the clinical environment, body temperature
may be affected by factors such as underlying pathophysiology (e.g. sepsis), skin
exposure (e.g. in the operating theatre) or age [7]. Other factors may not affect the
body‘s core temperature but can contribute to inaccurate measurements, such as the
consumption of hot or cold fluids prior to oral temperature measurement [9].
Clinically, there are three types of body temperature: the patient‘s core body
temperature; how the patient says they feel; and the surface body temperature or how
the patient feels to touch. Lastly, we had to consider the temperature of their blood.
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Importantly, these three are not always the same and may differ according to the
underlying disease process. We need the blood temperature in ICU. There are some
patients who faces severe trauma if their blood temperature is low [41]. This
temperature is always monitored in ICU.

2.1.2 Pulse
Pulse is defined as the palpable rhythmic expansion of an artery produced by the
increased volume of blood pushed into the vessel by the contraction and relaxation of
the heart [29]. The pulse is affected by many factors including age, existing medical
condition,

medications

(e.g.

betablockers)

and

fluid

status

(e.g.

hyper/

hypovolaemia). Nurses should be aware that the pulse is not always a true reflection
of cardiac contractility or output; in the case of aortic stenosis, for example, the pulse
may be weak in spite of forceful cardiac contractions [40]. Pulse should also not be
considered the same as heart rate, which is actually a measurable pulse characteristic.
When the pulse is palpated, characteristics other than rate also need to be assessed.
These include the strength or amplitude of the pulse, peripheral equality of pulses
and the pulse‘s regularity. In ICU pulse rate is always monitored by a sensor clipping
on the finger and it is shown on the monitor [25].

2.1.3 Blood pressure
Blood pressure (BP) refers to the pressure exerted by blood against the arterial wall.
It is influenced by cardiac output, peripheral vascular resistance, blood volume and
viscosity and vessel wall elasticity [12]. BP is an important vital sign to measure as it
provides a reflection of blood flow when the heart is contracting (systole) and
relaxing (diastole). It is also one of many indicators of cellular oxygen delivery.
Changes or trends in BP may reflect underlying pathophysiology or the body‘s
attempts to maintain homeostasis [8]. A drop in BP, for example, has been found to
be a common sign in patients prior to cardiac arrest. A change in BP alone, though,
does not indicate that the patient will have a cardiac arrest, but should trigger the
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nurse to perform a more detailed assessment. The importance of measuring BP
accurately cannot be over-emphasized; and yet, it is one of the most inaccurately
measured vital signs. If a BP reading consistently underestimates the diastolic
pressure by 5mm Hg, it could result in two thirds of hypertensive patients being
denied preventative treatment[25][31]. SO, blood pressure is very important for
monitoring. In ICU blood pressure is always monitored and shown in a monitor.

2.1.4 Respiratory rate

Respiratory rate is an important baseline observation and its accurate measurement is
a fundamental part of patient assessment. Respiratory rate measurement serves a
number of purposes, such as being an early marker of acidosis [47]. It is also one of
the most sensitive indicators of critical illness. An increase from the patient‘s normal
rate of even three to five breaths per minute is an early and important sign of
respiratory distress and potential hypoxemia. Despite this, research has found that the
respiratory rate is often not recorded in clinical settings or is simply guessed [16].
This is disturbing given that an abnormal respiratory rate is the best predictor of an
impending adverse event such as cardiac arrest. The reason for this haphazard
assessment is unclear. Perhaps it is because nurses assume that oxygen saturation
provides a greater reflection of the patient‘s respiratory function or because there is
no automated machine for measuring respiratory rate [28]. In the acutely ill patient,
respiratory rate should be counted for a full minute, rather than 30 seconds and then
doubled. In measuring the respiratory rate, the pattern should also be assessed and
classified as eupnea, tachypnea, bradypnoea or hypopnea [32]. Labeling it as such
encourages the nurse to do more than simply count a number, and to consider why
the respiratory rate may be fast or slow. Nurses should also assess respiratory effort
(depth of inspiration and use of accessory muscles) and equality of thoracic
expansion.
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2.1.5 Urine output
Urine output is an indirect reflection of renal function and fluid status and, therefore,
should be monitored closely in acutely ill patients [25]. Urine output is not an
absolute indicator of renal failure as such; but rather, may be the first clinical
indicator of a fluid and electrolyte imbalance, which if left untreated may lead to
renal failure. In a study of over 2000 consecutive hospital admissions, 5% of patients
developed acute renal failure, with the main causes being hypo perfusion (e.g.
hypotension, cardiac dysfunction) and major surgery. In hospital-acquired acute
renal failure, hypo perfusion is the most common cause. The patients most likely to
develop acute renal failure are those with poor renal perfusion, pre-existing renal
dysfunction, diabetes mellitus, sepsis, vascular disease and liver disease [19].

2.1.6 Oxygen saturation (SpO2)
A pulse oximeter is an extremely valuable clinical tool and easy to use [43].
Research suggests that pulse oximetry is useful for detecting a change in condition
that may otherwise have been missed, resulting in changed patient management and
a reduction in the number of investigations undertaken. To avoid error with its use,
the nurse must understand the factors that affect its accuracy, but studies have shown
this knowledge is often lacking [41]. Specifically, the nurse must understand
respiratory physiology, how to assess peripheral circulation and the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve. To work effectively, a pulse oximeter requires an adequate
peripheral blood flow. This flow may be impaired by factors such as patient
movement (e.g. tremor, shivering), hypovolemia, hypothermia, arrhythmias,
vasoconstriction or heart failure. The SpO2 reading may also be misleading if the
patient is anemic, because an oximeter does not measure the patient‘s hemoglobin
level, and an anemic patient may have a normal SpO2 despite having a lowered
potential to carry oxygen [11]. For this reason, we did not rely on SpO2 as the sole
indicator of the patient‘s tissue oxygenation.
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Figure 2. ICU monitor (Source: Courtesy to Phillips).

2.2 Data collection from MIMIC-III database
Data collection is very important part for our project. Before describing the process
of data collection we have to know what kind of real time data an ICU patient
produces and what are the systems for monitoring ICU patient. Then we will know
what kind of data is stored in database like MIMIC-III. After that we will describe
why we choose our needed parameter between huge ranges of parameter collections
and how we made our own dataset from MIMIC-III database.

MIMIC-III (‗Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care‘) is a large, single-center
database comprising information relating to patients admitted to critical care units at
a large tertiary care hospital. Data includes vital signs, medications, laboratory
measurements, observations and notes charted by care providers, fluid balance,
procedure codes, and diagnostic codes, imaging reports, hospital length of stay,
survival data, and more. The database supports applications including academic and
industrial research, quality improvement initiatives, and higher education
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coursework. This database includes more than 20,000 patients admitted to various
intensive care units (ICUs) (e.g., medical, surgical, coronary care, and neonatal) of
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC, Boston, MA, USA) between 2001
and 2008[49]. The Institutional Review Boards (IRB) of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA) approved the establishment of this
database. All patients in this database are de-identified, and key demographics (e.g.,
admitted time, birthday) are shifted to protect their privacy [49].

Figure 3. MIMIC -III database structure (Source: Physionet.com).

MIMIC-III is a relational database consisting of 26 tables. It is provided as a
collection of comma separated value (CSV) files, along with scripts to help with
importing the data into database systems including PostreSQL, MySQL, and
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MonetDB [49]. As the database contains detailed information regarding the clinical
care of patients, it must be treated with appropriate care and respect. We are using
this in our project. It has a huge dataset and huge collection of patient data. As a
result we can use it in our project for more accurate results.
MIMIC has been used as a basis for coursework in numerous educational
institutions, for example in medical analytics courses at Stanford University (course
BIOMEDIN215), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (courses HST953 and
HST950J/6.872), Georgia Institute of Technology (course CSE8803), University of
Texas at Austin (course EE381V), and Columbia University (course G4002),
amongst others[49]. MIMIC has also provided the data that underpins a broad range
of research studies, which have explored topics such as machine learning approaches
for prediction of patient outcomes, clinical implications of blood pressure monitoring
techniques, and semantic analysis of unstructured patient notes. There are two main
types of data in MIMIC [49]. One is numerical data and another one is wave form of
data. Figure 4 shows sample wave data of MIMIC for a single patient stay in a
medical intensive care unit. The patient, who was undergoing a course of
chemotherapy at the time of admission, presented with febrile neutropenia, anemia,
and thrombocytopenia [3].
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Figure 4. Sample data for single patient stay in a medical intensive care unit (Source:
MIMIC-III, a freely accessible critical care database.

2.3 Decision tree
Decision Tree algorithm belongs to the family of supervised learning algorithms.
Unlike other supervised learning algorithms, decision tree algorithm can be used for
solving regression and classification problems too[46].The general motive of using
Decision Tree is to create a training model which can use to predict class or value of
target variables by learning decision rules inferred from prior data (training data).
The understanding level of Decision Trees algorithm is so easy compared with other
classification algorithms. The decision tree algorithm tries to solve the problem, by
using tree representation. Each internal node of the tree corresponds to an attribute,
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and each leaf node corresponds to a class label. Decision trees used in data mining
are mainly of two types [11]:
1. Classification tree in which analysis is when the predicted outcome is the class to
which the data belongs. For example, outcome of loan application are safe or risky.
2.

Regression tree in which analysis is when the predicted outcome can be

considered a real number. For example, the population of a state.
Both the classification and regression trees have similarities as well as differences,
such as procedure used to determine where to split. There are various decision trees
algorithms namely ID3 (Iterative Dichotomizer 3), C4.5, CART (Classification and
Regression Tree), CHAID (Chi - Squared Automatic Interaction Detector), MARS.
Out of these, we will be discussing the more popular ones which are ID3, C4.5, and
CART. We are using ID3 mainly in our thesis. We have also tested C4.5 for
accuracy checking.

2.2.1 Advantages of ID3
I. The training data is used to create understandable prediction rules.
II. It builds the fastest as well as a short tree.
III. ID3 searches the whole dataset to create the whole tree.
IV. It finds the leaf nodes thus enabling the test data to be pruned and reducing the
number of tests.
V. The calculation time of ID3 is the linear function of the product of the
characteristic number and node number.
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Figure 5. Basic construction of a decision tree (Source: Machine learning directory.com).

Decision Tree Algorithm Pseudocode:
I. Place the best attribute of the dataset at the root of the tree.
II. Split the training set into subsets.
III. Subsets should be made in such a way that each subset contains data with the
same value for an attribute.
Repeat step 1 and step 2 on each subset until you find leaf nodes in all the branches
of the tree.
In decision trees, for predicting a class label for a record we start from the root of the
tree [29]. We compare the values of the root attribute with record‘s attribute. On the
basis of comparison, we follow the branch corresponding to that value and jump to
the next node. We continue comparing our record‘s attribute values with other
internal nodes of the tree until we reach a leaf node with predicted class value. As we
know how the modeled decision tree can be used to predict the target class or the
value. Now let‘s understanding how we can create the decision tree model.
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2.3.2 Decision tree working process:
1. Attribute selection
2. Information gain
Attributes Selection:
If dataset consists of ―n‖ attributes then deciding which attribute to place at the root
or at different levels of the tree as internal nodes becomes a complicated step. By just
randomly selecting any node to be the root can‘t solve the issue. If we follow a
random approach, it may give us bad results with low accuracy [21].
For solving this attribute selection problem, researchers worked and devised some
solutions. They suggested using some criterion like information gain, gini index, etc.
[21]. These criterions will calculate values for every attribute. The values are sorted,
and attributes are placed in the tree by following the order i.e. the attribute with a
high value (in case of information gain) is placed at the root. While using
information Gain as a criterion, we assume attributes to be categorical, and for gini
index, attributes are assumed to be continuous.
Example:
If S is a collection of 14 examples with 9 YES and 5 NO examples then
Entropy(S) = - (9/14) Log2 (9/14) - (5/14) Log2 (5/14) = 0.940 (1)
Notice entropy is 0 if all members of S belong to the same class (the data is perfectly
classified). The range of entropy is 0 ("perfectly classified") to 1 ("totally random").
Gain(S, A) is information gain of example set S on attribute A is defined as
Gain(S, A) = Entropy(S) - S ((|Sv| / |S|) * Entropy (Sv)) (2)
WhereS is each value v of all possible values of attribute A
Sv = subset of S for which attribute A has value v
|Sv| = number of elements in Sv
|S| = number of elements in S
Information Gain:
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By using information gain as a criterion, we try to estimate the information contained
by each attribute. We are going to use some points deducted from information
theory. To measure the randomness or uncertainty of a random variable X is defined
by Entropy.
For a binary classification problem with only two classes, positive and negative
class.
I. If all examples are positive or all are negative then entropy will be zero i.e. low.
II. If half of the records are of positive class and half are of negative class then
entropy is one i.e. high.
By calculating entropy measure of each attribute we can calculate their information
gain. Information Gain calculates the expected reduction in entropy due to sorting on
the attribute. Information gain can be calculated. To get a clear understanding of
calculating information gain & entropy, we will try to implement it on our sample
data.

2.3Logistic Regression
Logistic regression measures the relationship between the categorical dependent
variable and one or more independent variables by estimating probabilities using a
logistic function [8]. Let‘s understand the above logistic regression model definition
word by word. What logistic regression model will do is, it uses a black box function
to understand the relation between the categorical dependent variable and the
independent variables. This black box function is popularly known as the
Softmaxfunciton. The goal of logistic regression is to find the best fitting (yet
biologically reasonable) model to describe the relationship between the dichotomous
characteristic of interest (dependent variable = response or outcome variable) and a
set of independent (predictor or explanatory) variables [14]. Logistic regression
generates the coefficients (and its standard errors and significance levels) of a
formula to predict a logit transformation of the probability of presence of the
characteristic of interest:
(3)
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Here p is the probability of presence of the characteristic of interest. The logit
transformation is defined as the logged odds:

(4)
Rather than choosing parameters that minimize the sum of squared errors (like in
ordinary regression), estimation in logistic regression chooses parameters that
maximize the likelihood of observing the sample values. Sometimes logistic
regressions are difficult to interpret; the Intellectual Statistics tool easily allows you
to conduct the analysis, and then in plain English interprets the output.
2.4.1 Type of questions that a binary logistic regression can examine.
How does the probability of getting lung cancer (yes vs. no) change for every
additional pound a person is overweight and for every pack of cigarettes smoked per
day?
Do body weight, calorie intake, fat intake, and age have an influence on the
probability of having a heart attack (yes vs. no)?
We are using logistic regression in our thesis to control the ICU machines. It will use
two or three parameter to decide what to do. When and how the machines will react,
this decision is taken by logistic regression.
2.4.2 Over fitting.
When selecting the model for the logistic regression analysis, another important
consideration is the model fit. Adding independent variables to a logistic regression
model will always increase the amount of variance explained in the long odds
(typically expressed as R²). However, adding more and more variables to the model
can result in over fitting, which reduces the generalizability of the model beyond the
data on which the model is fit.
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Proposed model for Improving ICU decision support
When the model starts, it takes training dataset as input. Then it checks the datasets.
After checking it cleans the dataset and handle if any data is missing.

Figure 6. Work flow of proposed model.

Dataset checking is important because if there is anything wrong with the dataset, the
answer will not be accurate. After checking dataset the model will take real time data
input from ICU. Then the model steps into algorithm part. After getting real time
ICU data the decision tree will start to predict the future condition of the patient. It
shows a curve to indicate risk. The model always check for intervention part. When
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there is any input of unusual data(less than threshold level), it will use logistic
regression algorithm to calculate the decision. Logistic regression gives result in
binary (yes or no). If the answer is yes the machine will turn on otherwise it will
remain off.

3.1 Data preparation for models
MIMIC-III is a huge database. It has over 144 thousand patient‘s data but we do not
need that much data for our thesis. We will collect 500 data sample for our thesis and
make our own dataset. MIMIC-III has 26 tables of its own but in our thesis we will
take data from only three tables. We are directly taking those tables. We are
collecting rows from those three tables and making our own dataset. We are taking
some rows for our system and in real ICU system there will be other data tables.
When we will implement our system in real ICU, we will establish relationship
between those tables with our ones. The data we take from MIMIC-III is basically
for our training data set. We will train our system with our dataset.
In main ICU dataset there is column of patient id, patient sex, patient age and patient
ward no and unit number is included as table1.
Table 1. Patients Identity data sheet.
ID

SL#

Sex

Age

Ward No

Unit no

1

00012

Male

54

2

8

2

00143

Female

67

4

2

3

98912

Female

39

8

9

4

27127

Male

17

1

3

The datasets that we made for us as our train dataset has 7 columns (Table 2) a,
4(Table 3) and columns 3 columns (table 4). These dataset we used for our machine
learning algorithm. Table 2 is used for controlling the ventilation machine and
syringe pump. Table 3 is used for blood warmer.
Table 2. Train dataset 1 sample.

ID

B.Sgr

BP

Pulse
rate

Spo2
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Herat
beat

Ventilation

1.

7.93

60

30

75

86

On

2.

11.5

75

70

96

72

OFF

3.

15.7

65

40

80

88

On

4.

8.0

85

65

97

68

Off

5.

17.67

80

71

96

65

Off

6.

12.40

85

75

98

76

Off

Table 3. Train dataset for controlling blood warmer machine.

Sl#

Mean of temp 4hr(c)

Temp present(c)

Blood warm

1.

34.65

32

on

2.

35.5

36

off

3.

35.87

31.5

on

4.

36.78

37

off

5.

37.43

35.5

off

Table 4. Train Data set to operate syringe pump.

Sex

Kreatine

Sugar

Pump

Male

.72

7.8

off

Female

.8

8.9

off

Female

1.25

13.7

On

Male

.7

6.7

off
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3.2 Working logic and implementing algorithms
3.2.1 Risk prediction for heart patient
When a patient is admitted in ICU he/she has an identity data at that moment. All
patients‘ identity data is kept in main dataset (table 1) but there is also different
datasets which contains different values for different type of people. When this
proposed model predicts future for an ICU patient it needs four basic parameters.
One of them is unit number. This number indicates the injury type of patient. Here,
we have predicted risk and future of heart patient. After checking its ward this
proposed model check there is any surgery or not. Depending on the surgery
decision the risk varies. Suppose when a patient has heart operation his heart beat
range is between 90-110bmp [13]. One the other hand when the patient does not
have any surgery in heart the heart beat rate is 82-89bmp [13]. This model will
show a time series for both of the patient to understand the risk clearly. There is
one curve for the prediction. That comes from the train dataset and another one is
from the real time patients data. In real time data record of heart beat rate is kept
hourly. First model will task dataset1 as train dataset (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Giving the training dataset1 in model.

In figure 8. We can observe the time is horizontally and the heart beat rate is in
vertically. Here the red line is coming from the training dataset. This line shows us the
risk level. Here we can observe in 9th hour there is less heart rate. This is because of
medicine. 10th – 12th hour is very critical for heart patient [18]. So then a medicine is
given for keeping the heart rate low [18]. As it is low so if it increases there is less
chance of death. The blue one is for showing the patient’s condition.
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Figure 8. Showing the relation between the training dataset of heart rate and the real time
patient's heart rate to observe the change directly.

After this the model will show the patient is going at risk or improving. For
calculating the risk the proposed model will count 4 things. Firstly, it will check the
sugar level of the patient. Sugar level is important because if the patient has
diabetics he/she can need some more medication to recover the operation. After
checking the sugar it will check pulse. Then it will check the spo2 and respiration
rate. There is a certain threshold level for every parameter from the train dataset.
The model will check one by one and every decision is important here. One
decision is related with another parameter‘s decision. As a result this whole
checking is done by the decision tree.

3.2.2 Implementation of ID3 Algorithms
For this implementation Numpy arrays and pandas data frames will help us in
manipulating data. Sklearn is a machine learning library. The tree module will be
used to build a Decision Tree Classifier for predicting the risk. Accuracy score
module will be used to calculate accuracy metrics from the predicted class
variables. After putting the dataset at the same folder, we will use Pandas
read_csv() method to import data into pandas data frame. Since our real time data is
separated by commas “,” and there is no header in our data, so we will put header
parameter’s value “None” and sep parameter’s value as “,”. The data import part is
done for the test data set now we also have to load the training data set. Then Time
to run the decision tree algorithm. We will make two classifier (Figure 9) then we
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will predict the future condition of the patient by those. The prediction part is
dependent on decision tree classifier part. This is the classifier function for
Decision Tree. It is the main function for our model for implementing the
algorithm. Some important parameters are:
Criterion: It defines here the function to measure the quality of a split. Sklearn
supports “gini” criteria for Gini Index & “entropy” for Information Gain.
Splitter: It defines the strategy to choose the split at each node. Supports “best”
value to choose the best split & “random” to choose the best random split. By
default, it takes “best” value. For example, in this model when it chooses the heart
beat rate for non-surgical patient, it will split at value 60.
max_features: It defines the no. of features to consider when looking for the best
split. We can input integer, float, string & none value. Here we have used integer,
float and string for our proposed model.

Figure 9. Classifier method of our proposed model.

If an integer is inputted then it considers that value as max features at each split. If
float value is taken then it shows the percentage of features at each split. If “auto”
or “sqrt” is taken then max_features=sqrt(n_features). If “log2” is taken then
max_features = log2 (n_features). If none, then max_features = n_features. By
default, it takes “None” value.
max_depth: The max_depth parameter denotes maximum depth of the tree. It can
take any integer value or none. If none, then nodes are expanded until all leaves are
pure or until all leaves contain less than min_samples_split samples. By default, it
takes “None” value.
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min_samples_split: This tells above the minimum no. of samples reqd. to split an
internal node. If an integer value is taken then consider min_samples_split as the
minimum no. If float, then it shows percentage. By default, it takes “2” value.
min_samples_leaf: The minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node.
If an integer value is taken then consider min_samples_leaf as the minimum no. If
float, then it shows percentage. By default, it takes “1” value.
max_leaf_nodes: It defines the maximum number of possible leaf nodes. If none
then it takes an unlimited number of leaf nodes. By default, it takes “None” value.
min_impurity_split: It defines the threshold for early stopping tree growth. A node
will split if its impurity is above the threshold otherwise it is a leaf.
After getting two classifiers for gini index and information gain we can use them to
predict the future of the patient. Here below is clear idea about Entropy and
information gain.
Entropy
In our model decision tree is built top-down from a root node and involves
partitioning the data into subsets that contain instances with similar values
(homogenous). ID3 algorithm uses entropy to calculate the homogeneity of a
sample. If the sample is completely homogeneous the entropy is zero and if the
sample is an equally divided it has entropy of one.

To build our desired decision tree, we had to calculate entropy with two attributes
using frequency tables as follows:
a. Firstly we have calculated entropy of one attributes using this formula.
b. Then we have find we used to find Entropy using the frequency table of two
attribute by using this formula.
Suppose, our system is calculating the health condition of the patient but Patient’s
health is improving or not. It will take two attributes
E(Health_condition,present_rate)=
P(Pulse)*E(yes,no)+P(Spo2)*E(yes,no)+P(RR)*E(yes,no)+P(Heart rate)*E(Yes,no)

Here, Yes and no values come from table depending on Real time values.
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Information Gain
Our information gain is based on the decrease in entropy after a dataset is split on
an attribute. Constructing a decision tree is all about finding attribute that returns
the highest information gain.
First we have to calculate the entropy of the target. The dataset is then split on the
different attributes. The entropy for each branch is calculated. Then it is added
proportionally, to get total entropy for the split. The resulting entropy is subtracted
from the entropy before the split. The result is the Information Gain, or decrease in
entropy.
Gain (T, X) = Entropy (T) – Entropy (T, X)

(5)

Then, Choosing attribute with the largest information gain as the decision node,
divide the dataset by its branches and repeat the same process on every branch. A
branch with entropy of 0 is a leaf node. A branch with entropy more than 0 needs
further splitting. The ID3 algorithm is run recursively on the non-leaf branches,
until all data is classified. After that it can give final decision about the patient’s
health.

3.2.3 Methods of Controlling the Machines of ICU
In our proposed model we had a plan to control the important machines of ICU.
Machines like ventilation machine, blood warmer machines and Syringe pump. For
controlling these machines first we had to set the level when the machine will start
by itself and when it will stop operating. For setting this level we had keep in mind
three things. First one is Spo2 rate. Second one is RR rate and then the pulse.
Ventilation is needed when the lungs cannot take air. So the Spo2 goes down and as
result the RR rate goes down and pulse rate also goes down. Pulse rate can goes
down for other reasons too and RR rate can also goes down for other reasons.
When one and only the spo2 goes down and those two rates also goes down, the
ventilation will start. Though they are internally dependent, they are independent
variable in this proposed model. They have the same importance. As they are
Independent we decided to take this decision by logistic regression. After taking the
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decision we will save it in a variable and then we will compare it with one
previously plotted variable. If logistic regression gives positive value our model
will turn that on and otherwise it will remain off. This same formula will also work
for blood warmer and syringe pump machines. There the dependent and
independent variable will be different.
Logistic Regression is a Machine Learning algorithm that is used to predict the
probability of a categorical dependent variable. In logistic regression, the dependent
variable is a binary variable that contains data coded as 1 (yes, success, etc.) or 0
(no, failure, etc.). In other words, the logistic regression predicts will predict in our
model the P(Y=1) as a function of X. Here is implementation of this method in our
model.
3.2.4 Implementation of logistic regression:
In our model we have to do this method twice. One is for our training dataset and
another for our real time patient’s dataset. Then we compare those two for final
decision.
Input variable: x- SPO2, RR rate, pulse rate
Predict variable (desired target): y- Does the patient need ventilation? (Binary: “1”,
means “Yes”, “0” means “No”)(Figure 10)
The observed probability of Y=1 for each level of X, calculated as the ratio of the
number of instances of Y=1 to the total number of instances of Y for that level. The
odds for each level of X, calculated as the ratio of the number of Y=1 entries to the
number of Y=0 entries for each level, or alternatively as observed probability/(1 observed probability). The natural logarithm of the odds for each level of X,
designated as "log odds”. In this proposed method mechanics of the process begin
with the log odds, which will be equal to 0.0 when the probability in question is
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equal to .50, smaller than 0.0 when the probability is less than .50, and greater than
0.0 when the probability is greater than .50.

Figure 10. Data setup part of logistic regression code. In this part the data coming from training
set is fitted.

The form of logistic regression supported by the present page involves a simple
weighted linear regression of the observed log odds on the independent variable
X(spo2,RR,pulse).
When the model predicts for the blood warmer machine and syringe pump then it
has to concentrate only two independent variables. The dependent variable is same.
The on/off decision is the dependent variable.
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Figure 11. Logistic regression part of the controlling model.

4. Result and discussions
In proposed model we have used python as programming language because python
is efficient for machine learning algorithms as we used machine learning
algorithms. We tried to measure the health condition of ICU patient in proposed
model. Proposed model can predict the future condition of ICU patient based on its
huge dataset. It can also control some lifesaving machines. It will give signal
ventilation machine to operate id the spo2 and RR rate is low. Then it also can give
signal to blood warmer and the syringe pump. ICU has huge machineries and we
had a limited time and resource to do this task. So far we ended up with three
machines.
We made total 4 datasets by collecting data from MIMIC-III database. Our datasets
are leveled data and the test dataset is separated by the comma. This model firstly
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gives a clear view of heart rate in comparison with a standard result prepared by the
train dataset. Then it calculates the risk. The risk is calculated on the basis of 4
given parameters (Spo2, RR_rate, Pulse_rate,Bp). The result shows us the future
condition of the patient. We also plotted the data after prediction (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Output of the risk prediction. Here U means upper than the risk level and L
means lower than the risk level.

The result of figur12 shows us only the patient when can be in risk. We
constructed a curve to indicate the risk line from the training dataset and the result
of figure 11. In that graph score 1 indicates the full risky situation with red line and
with green line it indicates the current patients situation. If the green line is much
closer to red line that means the patient moving into risk zone. The red line
indicates death. When a patient is dead then real time data of heart beat will be 0.
Then at first stage of calculating decision tree it will eliminate. As a result the green
will cross the level of will touch the level. If a patient’s heart beat is in good
condition but spo2 is very low then the green curve will go near to the red one but it
will touch as living human’s Spo2 rate never goes near 0. We collected the result
from decision tree then saved it in a notepad. Using that result this Figure 12 is
plotted.
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Figure 13. Risk prediction curve (After collecting data from decision tree's answer, we
plotted them in graph directly. We used only 6 hours interval where 0 in not counted. So
plotting starts from .7 and stops at 6.7.).

When our proposed model starts analyze data for controlling machines it uses
logistic regression. In this case results came depending on independent variables.
Analyzing the result we understood in case of blood warmer machine the
dependent variables are temperature and the mean of the previous 4 hours
temperature. There the model compares present temperature with previous mean
temperature. After that it gives binary answer of 1 or 0. Then it checks the training
dataset. It searches for the similar condition. Furthermore, based on that matching it
gives final output of true or false. Where true means blood warmer machine will
turn on itself and false means it will not turn on. We can see a large result list
where yes means on and no means off (Figure 14).
This proposed model also gives solution to control syringe pump using logistic
regression. In this case the independent variables are blood sugar and kreatine and
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Figure 14. Logistic regression’s final binary answer.

dependent variable is the decision. Blood sugar and the kreatine rate is independent
just because of their own value. They can change the health condition without
depending on anything. So, the answer is yes when the blood sugar rate and the
kreatine rate is high. For example, when the blood sugar rate is high it will
automatically inject insulin into patient’s body. There is no need of nurses to check.
We tried this several times with changing dataset but the current dataset is giving
the most accuracy (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Accuracy checking of Logistic regression.

The proposed model will show also a moving cross over average of patient health
condition. On x-axis of that will be the hours and y axis there will be the health
fitness rate. This health fitness rate is the data that we got previously in decision
tree. The proposed model will just plot it.
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Figure 16. Comparison of other data with ventilation

In Figure 16 we can see the comparison of other data with ventilation. We get
this result from logistic regression.

5. Conclusion
The proposed model not only shows the future health condition but also it will
automate some ICU machines. It also observes the risk on ICU patient’s health. The
main problem with this kind of research work is the lacking of proper data even
though we managed dataset from MIMIC-III database. There are four main training
dataset in the proposed model. Most importantly, decision tree gives the prediction
of health condition and logistic regression decides when intervention is needed.
Logistic regression produces binary output (yes or no). There is also a moving
crossover average to show the past hours report. There was less accuracy in result of
logistic regression when we shortened the data. Then we gave large dataset and the
result was up to the mark. To conclude, we have completed our thesis work and we
observed some curves and binary decisions in result. We are very much focused
about the future plan as in ICU there are many machines but for resources, time and
data limitations we had to work with only three machines. In future we have plans to
automate the ICU unit totally. For that we need lots of resources and prepared
dataset. We want to implement this system in real ICU. Then we will be able to train
the system to make it even more accurate.
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